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WHO ARE WE?
The Illinois Families for Hands & Voices mission: A parent-driven, non-profit organization that supports
families with children who are deaf and hard of hearing without a bias around communication modes or
methodologies.

The Illinois Hands & Voices Guide By Your Side mission: Provides free, unbiased emotional support and
resources by trained Parent Guides to families with children who are deaf and hard of hearing.

If you are looking for resources, parent support, events or anything else, we want to help!  View our
contact information on page 26.

Camping          



Dear Readers,

It's hard to believe that it is almost time for spring break, trips to the park and the
spring flowers to bloom!  I look forward to this time of year, new goals are set and I
like to think about the changes that will take place over the year.  

However, sometimes new goals and changes can be overwhelming and scary too.  I
can stress over these things or I can do my best to prepare and just live in the
moment.  In my twenty two years of parenting I can tell you it's often the things
that I didn't think I needed to prepare for that turn out to "test" me the most. 
 However, as parents we learn to pivot, figure it out and move forward.    

Over the years, I've learned to look for things that bring me joy each day.  It could
be as simple as my fresh cup of ice tea from Chick-Fil-A to hearing my kiddo
laugh uncontrolably as they play a board game and give grandma another "draw
two" card.  It doesn't have to be anything expensive, new or extravagant.  Just like
when the kids love playing with the box more than the gift sometimes simple things
bring the most joy.

Fostering Joy is a movement to celebrate the magic of raising children who are
deaf and hard of hearing.  Our organization is excited to be part of this movement
and share more about it over the next year.  

My Fostering Joy challenge to you is to take a moment to jot down something that
you do that brings you joy or a moment of peace.  Write it down and tuck it away. 
 Then, on the days that seem to be "testing" you, bring out that piece of paper to
remind you what brings you joy and schedule some time to do just that.  When we
are happy and relaxed we are better friends, co-workers and parents.

With a joyful heart,
Carrie Balian

Parent of a son who is DHH
ILHV GBYS Coordinator

HV Region V Coordinator
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Alicia Aaron Amy Keslinke

Sarah EsparzaRamona Martin

Every year, we recognize our board members and guides for their years of service within our programs.  We
formally recognize them at 2, 5, 10 and 15 years of service.  We are excited to share and recognize the dedication
and committment to our programs the following members have provided.  Thank you for your contributions!

CELEBRATIONS!
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Travel local. You don’t need to be hours from home to feel like vacation. Our favorite campsite
was in the same town we lived in, or sometimes even our backyard. This can ease the stress of
packing all the odds and ends that you may not need. Staying local gives you the ease of mind to
run home if needed or be within range of familiar hospitals.
Prepare language and safety before the trip. We learned relevant signs in our limited ASL before
we went camping the first time -- tent, fire, camping, outside, hot, marshmallow. Provide your
child a way to express if they are stressed or overstimulated -- I’m tired, I’m hot, I need a break.
Read books or watch YouTube videos about camping, and discuss safety rules ahead of time. 
Invest in equipment that will make life easier on the go. A backpack with a stroller clip make a
feeding pump and pulse oximeter hands free, and a clamping IV pole allowed us to easily hang a
feeding pump anywhere– a stroller, a chair, a picnic table, or a play pen. A waterproof container
can protect extra batteries, clips, or amplification devices. Multiple sources of light, like lanterns,
headlamps, and flashlights are important to see faces and hands for communication after dark.
Plan ahead and reserve sites. Many campgrounds have accessible spots that are concrete rather
than dirt or gravel that are great for strollers, walkers, and wheelchairs. You can also reserve RV
or tent sites that have electric hookups to charge equipment.
Take advantage of perks. Individuals with permanent disabilities, including sensory impairment,
may be eligible for a lifetime Access Pass to America’s National Parks at no cost. There is no
age limit to the pass. In addition to free entry, the pass covers discounts on camping, swimming,
boating, and guided tours. Check out https://store.usgs.gov/access-pass for more information.
Have fun! Even though traveling can be daunting with all the extra equipment and prep,
experiencing nature is a great way to relieve stress, receive visual stimulation, and spend quality
time together as a family. 

My daughter, Louise, was born in 2020 with CHARGE Syndrome, a rare genetic disorder that results
in many complex birth defects including profound deafness. In the last two years, she has had open
heart surgeries, esophageal repairs, scopes, ER visits, and countless vision and audiology
appointments across three states. She has also been to the zoo, circus, rodeo, mountains, boating,
fishing, hiking and our favorite, camping. When I think back on these early years, I don’t want to
relive the despair and desperation of diagnoses and hospital beds. Instead, I want to remember
digging in the sand, identifying plants and bugs on trails, and snuggling under the stars by the fire
pit. But how is it possible to travel with kids who are medically fragile, who have hearing loss, who
are also so young?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

THE ART OF CAMPING
BY CORIE FULTON

Far left picture: Outdoor breakfast with vacuum suction, pulse oximeter, and feeding pump in tow.
Middle picture: Using concrete pad at accessible campsite for better mobility

Far right picture: Camping provides many opportunities for exploration and visual stimulation.
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ANTE
UP
B y  A n d r e a  M a r w a h
I L H V  E x e c u t i v e  D i r e c t o r

C A S I N O  G O E R S  B R A V E  T H E  S T O R M  T O

On Saturday January 28th, IL
Hands & Voices hosted a Casino
Night Fundraiser.   Amidst
inclement weather we stood strong
and went forward with our event. 
 We were ALL IN!  The evening
began with welcoming 123 people
in from the cold.  They were
dressed in their best and ready for
a great night.  The evening did not
disappoint.  With the ever-popular
gift card roulette where a spin was
only $15 and all gift cards were
over $20.  WIN-WIN!!  Sorry folks,
we sold out in an hour and a half. 
 But fear not… we had more. 
 ChocoEARS, yep you read it right
Chocolate ears!  YUM!  With milk,
dark and white chocolate to choose
from, this is always a big hit, and
this year was no exception.  Wine
Pull anyone?  We made sure that
no matter what bottle you bought, it
was a good one.  With wine
ranging in price from $25 to $60,
everyone got the HIGH CARD
when the cost to buy a bottle was
only $20.  Not only that, but
everyone was entered to win a fun
raffle prize just for participating in
the Wine Pull and ChocoEARS. 
We began selling 50/50 tickets
about 4 weeks prior to the event
and it paid off, we had over $5500
in the pot when we pulled the lucky
winners. The Slaters from
Naperville won the POT, but the
true winner was our organization
when the Slaters turned around
and donated their half back to us!
Thanks Slaters, you are ONE OF A
KIND!  

Over 30 participants bought beads
to participate in a fun game of
Heads or Tails! The winner was
going to walk out with a 55 inch
Smart TV, the LAST POSITION
included our very own state EHDI
(Early Hearing Detection and
Intervention) Coordinator Ginger
Mullin and her husband Doug. It
was down to the two of them, wait
don’t they live together? Hmm, what
happened next was a KICKER,
Ginger won and told us to raffle the
television off! Wow, Thanks Ginger!
So we called on Raj Wadhwa to be
our auctioneer and we raffled that
TV until there were only two
bidders. Finally one FOLDED,
Congratulation to Mr. Manon who
happily walked away with a brand
new TV, hope he enjoyed watching
the Super Bowl on it. The night
ended with the raffles. Individuals
played roulette, craps, blackjack, or
poker all night long and their
winning chips turned into raffle
tickets. The raffles this year did not
disappoint with everything from a
flight over Chicago to a basket filled
with items to create a backyard
oasis. Everyone walked away
hoisting their winnings with a smile
on their faces. The evening ended
for most with a HIT and RUN,
meaning leaving a winner in poker.
The intent of the funds raised by
this event is to continue to provide
support to families in Illinois who
have children who are deaf/hard of
hearing, thanks to the success of
the event we will do just that!

A T  T H E  C A S I N O  N I G H T  F U N D R A I S E R
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WORKING TOGETHER TO
REMOVE BARRIERS TO

EFFECTIVE EHDI SERVICES
Written by Tina Grieco-Calub, PhD, CCC-A

Audiologist, Associate Professor of Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences, Board Member of
the Illinois Chapter of Hands & Voices

In the late 90s, I had the opportunity to co-develop the newborn hearing screening program at the medical
center where I worked. The prospect of identifying hearing loss and providing intervention to infants earlier in
life was something that the field was striving toward, and I was grateful to be a part of it. Well over 20 years
later, the benefits of Early Hearing Detection and Intervention (EHDI) programs are clear: children who are
deaf or hard of hearing (D/HH) who receive support earlier in life for whatever communication mode their
family chooses have better developmental outcomes. This means earlier access to sound for those children
whose families elect for spoken modes of communication, earlier access to spoken and/or signed language,
and peer-to-peer mentoring for families.

Despite the positive influence of EHDI, anecdotal and clinical data suggest that not all children benefit
equally from EHDI services in their states. As clinicians, we know that many children are either lost in the
system, either due to lack of follow up or to poor documentation. In addition, we know that many families
who seek services and support do not have the same opportunities to receive those services or support for a
variety of reasons. To be better able to support all children, we need to identify the barriers to services to
facilitate mitigation strategies. We also need to lean into facilitators of services. Recently, two different
review papers – one paper from a group of EHDI stakeholders in Ohio and Missouri (Findlen et al., 2022)
and one paper from the Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders at the University of Iowa
(Kingsbury et al., 2022) – addressed both issues.

By systematically reviewing existing studies that have been published on the effectiveness of EHDI
programs, the papers identified similar individual and family factors as well as system-level factors that
either hinder or promote service provision for children who are D/HH. When we think about the EHDI
program, we often focus on the EHDI milestones: complete a hearing loss screening by one month of age,
confirm hearing loss with a diagnostic evaluation by three months of age, and enroll children in early
intervention by six months of age. Although newborn hearing screening programs have very high screen
rates (in other words, they screen most of their newborn infants prior to discharge), Findlen et al. (2022)
reported that the percentage of children who are D/HH who achieve all the milestones is low: approximately
20% if you evaluate national data. This suggests that once families leave the hospital with their newborns,
there is variability in the extent to which they follow up with healthcare and early intervention providers.
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By reviewing existing literature in the field, the Kingsbury et
al. (2022) and Findlen et al. (2022) studies identified
several individual and family factors as well as system-level
factors that disrupt the EHDI journey. For example,
individual and family barriers to care include low income,
limited parental education, lack of or insufficient health
insurance, and limited access to healthcare due to distance
or lack of transportation are barriers to EHDI services.
System-level barriers include structural racism, knowledge
gaps among physicians and parents, and poor
documentation of services for individual children.

At first consideration, there is a tendency to feel a bit
deflated. Given the large variability in factors that prohibit
families from receiving services, where do we even start as
a community to combat these barriers? However, the
outlook may not be as bleak as it may seem. Findlen et al.
(2022) noted that one of the facilitators of effective EHDI
services is family support. “The overarching theme of
system-level facilitators identified in this review is having
systems that meet the family where they are.”, the authors
wrote. Included among these facilitators are family-based
organizations that collaborate with state and local agencies
to provide resources to families. Related to this is the
availability of peer-to-peer mentoring groups where families
are matched to mentors with similar demographics,
communication choices, and other considerations related to
childcare. Findlen et al. (2022) also reviewed a study that
showed how care coordination or navigation, especially for
families in rural geographical areas, facilitated diagnostic
follow-up, achieved earlier EHDI milestones, and increased
parent knowledge. Finally, coordinating documentation
across agencies helped professionals locate families who
were lost to follow up. In summary, by providing multiple
layers of support, we can close the gap in service provision.

As a member of the Board of Directors for the Illinois
Chapter of Hands & Voices, I have had firsthand experience
seeing how community-government partnerships and peer
mentoring for parents facilitate effective EHDI services. 

In our state, the EHDI program works
closely with the Guide-By-Your-Side
program to ensure that the parents of
newly identified infants with hearing
loss are paired with an experienced
parent who has had a similar journey.
Through this partnership, parents
realize that they have an advocate in
their mentor as well as a door that
opens to a large community where
they can find resources, support, and
recommendations. It is programs like
this that give me hope. Although it may
not always work the way it was
designed for every family, it is a
roadmap that we can continue to
refine and use a model to overcome
barriers to care, even for the most
vulnerable children and families.

References:
Findlen, U. M., Davenport, C. A.,
Cadieux, J., Gehred, A., Holt, R. F.,
Vaughn, L. M., ... & Hunter, L. L.
(2022). Barriers to and Facilitators of
Early Hearing Detection and
Intervention in the United States: A
Systematic Review. Ear and Hearing,
1-12. DOI:
10.1097/AUD.0000000000001312

Kingsbury, S., Khvalabov, N., Stirn, J.,
Held, C., Fleckenstein, S. M.,
Hendrickson, K., & Walker, E. A.
(2022). Barriers to equity in pediatric
hearing health care: A review of the
evidence. Perspectives of the ASHA
Special Interest Groups, 1-12. DOI:
10.1044/2021_PERSP-21-00188

Given the large variability in
factors that prohibit families
from receiving services,
where do we even start as a
community to combat these
barriers?
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This newsletter is supported in
part by grant funding through the

IL Early Hearing Detection &
Intervention (EHDI) Program. 10

On episode #39 of All Ears at Child’s Voice: A Hearing Loss Podcast, Wendy and
Haley sit down with Carrie Balian about her advocacy work supporting other
parents of children with hearing loss. Carrie is a mom to five, whose oldest son,
Jack, was born deaf. 

Carrie is the Coordinator of the Illinois Hands & Voices Guide By Your Side
Program (ILHV GBYS), and serves on both the Illinois Universal Newborn Screening
Advisory Committee and Illinois Hands and Voices board. ILHV GBYS provides free
one-on-one support through trained parent guides to families with children who
have been diagnosed with hearing loss. Wendy, Haley, and Carrie discuss how to
support parents going through a new hearing loss diagnosis and the resources that
are available to everyone.

To listen to the podcast scan
the QR code with your smart

device or go to
https://childsvoice.org/a-

hearing-loss-podcast-episode-
39-featuring-carrie-balian-

notes-and-transcript/

https://childsvoice.org/a-hearing-loss-podcast-episode-39-featuring-carrie-balian-notes-and-transcript/


W R I T T E N  B Y  S A R A H  E S P A R Z A
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This year Hands & Voices headquarters hosted a virtual 5k titled "Freeze your Fanny." This virtual 5k encouraged each state
chapter to participate and help raise money for their local chapters. All proceeds from the race went directly to the
participating chapter of Hand & Voices.

Hands & Voices is an international organization with 43 chapters that support families of children who are deaf or hard of
hearing across the United States.  This year's event was held over the New Year's weekend, Friday, December 30, 2022,
through Monday, January 2, 2023.  Participants were encouraged to; Run. Walk. Bike. Hike. Roll. Crawl or use whatever
mode they choose to ring in the new year and help support families throughout their state. The first 500 participants to sign
up received a medal, a shirt, and a fanny pack included in their registration fees.

This year we had 637 registrants raising over $28,300, and 35 out of 43 state chapters participated. Our top winners were:
1. South Dakota - 72 participants
2. Nevada - 53 Participants
3. Nebraska- 49 Participants

Illinois had a total of 23 participants as well as some additional donations in support of our families. These proceeds will go
directly to our IL Hands & Voices Chapter, allowing us to help continue offering resources and support to families.  

Participating in fundraisers like this virtual 5k has always proved to be a successful way to show unity across states from
chapter to chapter. Our organization represents people from all different approaches to and experiences with deafness or
hearing loss. We are the largest parent organization for families raising children who are d/hh in the U.S. Our organization is
called upon for thought leadership in health education and parenting arenas, and we work with families and systems that
support them from hearing screening, identification, early intervention, school-age and transition into school programs. 

Every year our numbers of participants and donations continue to grow. We are so excited to see where 2023 will take us! 
 Stay tuned for updates.

Hands & Voices 2022 New Year
"Freeze Your Fanny" 5k
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www.illinoissoundbeginnings.org          

https://www.illinoissoundbeginnings.com/
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IS THIS FOR YOU?
As part of tasks related to our grant funding for ILHV GBYS, we have started a quality
improvement (QI) project by establishing parent workgroups. Our first QI workgroup
consisted of five parents, our GBYS program coordinator, and a Parent Guide. This
group met monthly during the first quarter of the year. For each meeting, the parents
were assigned documents used in the GBYS program to review and provide honest
feedback on. We received great, thoughtful feedback on the documents, including
everything from the design to the content to the links provided for additional
information.  Our goal for creating each parent group is for it to be made up of
parents with a variety of diverse cultural, geographic, linguistic, etc. backgrounds as
well as those with children of various ages and type/level of hearing differences. 

We plan to continue this QI project and are looking for parents who are willing to
participate. The monthly time commitment is 1.5 hours of material review and 1.5
hours on Zoom sharing feedback, and parents are paid for this time. Groups typically
meet once a month for three months on Thursday evenings, but can shift based on
the group members' common availability. If you are interested, please use the QR
code above to apply.

We are looking to host two specific QI sessions this year.  For these meetings, we are
seeking participants who are African American/Black and Latinx/Mexican to provide
recommendations and brainstorm with us how we can reach and support more
families within these specific communities.

Latinx Registration
Link

African American /
Black Registration

Link

https://forms.gle/AWCfBo7R6W5Psuyn8
https://forms.gle/AWCfBo7R6W5Psuyn8
https://forms.gle/2PhQJSJ16UehnjKw5
https://forms.gle/2PhQJSJ16UehnjKw5
https://forms.gle/2PhQJSJ16UehnjKw5
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Have you wondered how you 
can help other families with
children who are deaf/hard of 
hearing?  Maybe you want to 
help plan events for families 
to gather?  Serving as an 
Illinois Hands & Voices 
Board member is a
wonderful way to connect 
with other like-minded 
individuals while helping 
others.  The board is looking 
for professionals, parents 
and deaf adults.  Contact 
Andrea Johnson, Board 
President if you are 
interested or want to lear 
more:  
andrea.johnson@ilhandsand 
voices.com 

WE WANT
YOU!

F E B R U A R Y  2 0 2 3 V O L  1 6  |  I S N  3
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Continuted on page 17
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Continued from page 16
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ASTra - Advocacy
Support and Training is
a nationally recognized
Advocacy support
organization led by
Hands & Voices.  States
can add this program as
a service offered to
families.  This program
will provide trained
advocates to assist
families in IL who have
children who have
hearing and/or vision
concerns.  The program
should be rolled out by
August 1, 2023.  Join us
at this Q&A to get some
insight on how we can
support families.

A Movement to Celebrate
the Magic of Raising

Children who are Deaf
and Hard of Hearing

Throughout the next year
ILHV GBYS will be providing
presentations and trainings to
parents and professionals on
Fostering Joy.

Fostering Joy provides
support and resources for
families and professionals to
positively help the growth and
development of a child who is
D/HH.

For more information please
contact ilhvgbys@gmail.com.
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Continuted on page 22
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Illinois Hands & Voices, Guide By Your Side does not support or endorse any
specific organization, communication or amplification choice. 

The information in this newsletter is to simply share with families and
professionals the resources and events available to them. 

Follow us on Social Media:

IL Hands & Voices Guide By Your Side (ILHV GBYS)
Carrie Balian, Program Coordinator
Phone: (224) 343-1873
Email: ilhvgbys@gmail.com

Andrea Marwah, Executive Director
Email: executivedirector@ilhandsandvoices.com
Web: www.ilhandsandvoices.org

IL EHDI Program
Phone: 217-782-4733
 Email: DPH.newbornhearing@illinois.gov
Web: www.illinoissoundbeginnings.org

FIND US
HERE... @illinoishandsandvoices @ilhandsandvoices
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ACRONYMS
H E R E  A R E  S O M E  A C R O N Y M S  T H A T  Y O U  M A Y  S E E  T H R O U G H O U T  T H I S
N E W S L E T T E R  O R  I N  I N F O R M A T I O N  O N L I N E

IDPH - Illinois Department of Public Health
IEP - Individualized Education Program
ILHV – Illinois Hands & Voices 
ISRC - Illinois Service Resource Center
GBYS – Guide By Your Side 
JCIH - Joint Committee on Infant Hearing
LTF - Lost to Follow-up
L2L - Leadership to Leadership
NCHAM - National Center for Hearing
Assessment and Management
PG - Parent Guides (parents of children who
are deaf/hard of hearing)
SNIPPET - Simple N Informative Parent-to-
Parent Education Tools

1-3-6 - Hearing screened by 1 months of
age, Diagnostic testing by 3 months of age,
and enrolled in Early Intervention and
parent support by 6 months of age
AAP - American Academy of Pediatrics
ADA - Americans With Disabilities Act
ASL - American Sign Language
CMV - Cytomegalovirus
DBA - Doing Business as Agreement
DEI - Diversity & Equity Infusion 
DHH – Deaf Hard of Hearing
EHDI - Early Hearing Detection &
Intervention
IDEA - Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act

ILHV GBYS and IL EHDI work together on many initiatives
and call themselves The IL Sound Beginnings Team


